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Good afternoon Sisters and Brothers, 

I want to start off by thanking you all for taking the time out of your busy schedules to join this call. 

Our locals serve as the building blocks of a strong and vibrant union.  

The work that you, our local presidents, do every day is what drives us forward. It’s what makes us 

relevant in the eyes of our members – and I want to thank you for the hard work and dedication you 

bring to your roles.  

We wouldn’t be the union we are without all of you. 

As some of you may have heard, our National Executive Board has voted unanimously to disaffiliate 

Unifor from the Canadian Labour Congress, effective immediately.  

An official notice to leave the CLC was issued just over 24 hours ago. 

This decision was made with the full and unequivocal support of the top officers, including myself, as 

well as Secretary-Treasurer Bob Orr, Quebec Director Renaud Gagne and our Regional Directors Lana 

Payne, Naureen Rizvi and Joie Warnock. 

I want everyone on this call to understand that this decision was not taken lightly.  

I also want you to understand that the significance and the magnitude of this move is not lost on 

anyone. 

This direction was taken as a result of persistent inaction from the Congress to deal with a problem 

infecting our movement right at its heart. 

It’s a problem affecting the fundamental tenets of our movement’s democracy; one that continues to 

undermine union autonomy.  

All of us know that the union movement in Canada faces deep, structural challenges.   

Often we lay blame, rightly, on those who fight to weaken us: conservative forces; union-busting bosses.  



 
But sometimes we have to check ourselves in the mirror. 

Can we boast a progressive, democratic labour movement when duly-elected local union officers can be 

unilaterally removed from office? Where union staff can be terminated without cause? Where officers – 

in the United States – can seize buildings, bank accounts and other assets owned by Canadian workers – 

without question, consequence, or penalty? 

I certainly don’t think so.   

Last year, at around this time, Unifor expressed public support for members of ATU Local 113 – who 

were unfairly taken over by their US-parent union.  

The details of that dispute are well documented. They’re complicated.   

But one thing was irrefutable. The Local leadership of ATU took actions that they were well within their 

right to take.  They wanted a change in direction. They followed the rules set out in the CLC constitution 

to do just that. 

But despite that, they were taken over. The leadership was turfed. All of the rules in place to ensure 

workers’ can make their own decisions – rules that all affiliates have signed on to – totally ignored. 

Well, let me tell you, that doesn’t sit well with me. And it hasn’t for some time. 

We expressed our frustration to the CLC and its affiliates about this, more times than we care to count.  

 

Unions, who have been caught denying members their basic rights to switch unions and breaking CLC 

rules, told us to keep quiet. Told us we were wrong. Told us that this broken system of so-called 

“justification”, under Article 4 of the Constitution, is working just fine. 

The CLC went so far as to strike a special committee to explore the broader issues associated with 

Article 4 and its implementation – but, if you can believe it, denied Unifor a voice in that conversation.  

Fast forward to today.  

And it’s déjà vu all over again.  

We’ve once again been informed that the duly-elected leadership team, and staff, of a large, 

progressive, militant local union (in this case it was Local 75 of UNITE HERE) have been unilaterally 

booted from office by their US union parent.  

The Local office seized and put into trusteeship. 

Assets, paid for by Canadian workers, seized. 



 
Staff terminated. 

And why?  

Because the direction set by the Canadian local union didn’t fit with the direction of its U.S. parent.  

The new U.S. leadership of UNITE-HERE has decided to retreat from an agenda for progress, opting to 

play defence instead, afraid of Trump and trying to hang on. 

This has effectively redirected union funds to fix U.S. problems instead of seizing the moment we have in 

Ontario for big worker breakthroughs. No discussion. No debate.  

This goes to show how imbalanced, and how ruthless, the power relationships can be between U.S. 

unions and their Canadian divisions – something many of you on the phone know all too well.   

But Canada is its own country, with our own realities, and with progress and opportunities resulting 

from our stronger social movements. 

The fact is Canada is the only country in the world that has workers represented by U.S. based unions 

The CLC has rules in place to ensure workers have democratic rights, and that Canadian members of U.S. 

unions have clear autonomy… but those rules are unevenly enforced. Too often, workers are having 

their rights denied.   

In light of this, Unifor has determined it will stand with members of UNITE HERE Local 75 to defend their 

rights and win progress.  Right now, Local 75 members across Toronto are signing cards, expressing their 

desire to join our union.   

Unifor has also determined that until the CLC and its affiliates demonstrate an adherence to the rules 

and the spirit of Article 4, we will continue to stand outside of their structure.   

But let me be perfectly clear.  

Leaving the CLC does not mean we no longer play a role in the broader labour movement.  

Our affiliation with the CLC doesn’t define our movement status. 

Our movement is rich in diversity. Its depth stretches deep into the grassroots. We still stand in 

solidarity with sisters and brothers in sister unions and support their struggle. We have a lot of work on 

the go, and that work won’t stop.  

We stand in solidarity with worker action centres and community organizers. We stand in solidarity with 

progressive voices. We will help those in need and we’ll do it with a renewed commitment and passion. 



 
Our dispute with the CLC is very specific. And I’m confident that, over time, it will be meaningfully 

addressed. But change is needed.  

And if this one act of defiance in defence of worker rights leads to that change, then our movement will 

be stronger for it.   

We’ve been encouraging our members to continue playing an active role in area labour councils and 

federations of labour; although I also understand that the CLC has decided to fully exclude our members 

from all Congress forums. Which is very unfortunate. 

It’s unfortunate because the CLC has decided to stand by the letter of its Constitution as it applies to 

Unifor – it’s most influential affiliate. At the same time as it turns a blind eye to those exact same rules 

as they apply to others.  

Believe me, no one is more frustrated by this than me. 

I imagine that many of you will have questions about how your local will be impacted.  The top officers 

are here and ready to field any questions you may have.  

Thank you all again for taking the time to join this call. Thank you to those who have written us to 

express their solidarity. 

It means a lot. 

So let’s open it up for questions. 
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